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Thomas Erickson, a user experience designer who writes about design as 
storytelling, writes, 

The most natural way we communicate is through stories. But, how and to what 
degree can design utilize storytelling to not only enhance design as a collaborative 
activity, but also to amplify the value and impact that design produces?  Syd Fields, 
author of several books on screenwriting, claims that the structure of a story is a 
crucial component of good storytelling. He is well known for his articulation of the 
classic “three act structure”,a storytelling structure that includes the set up, conflict, 
and resolution. This is far from the only format to tell a story, as Jean-Luc Godard 
reminds us, “A story should have a beginning, a middle, and an end... but not 
necessarily in that order.” but, it is widely used. However, if design is concerned 
with creating preferable futures, then when and how is storytelling most valuable to 
design practice?

 “ ...  design is not just about making things. Design is a social, collaborative 

activity. The day when one person conceived, developed, produced, and sold a 

designed object is largely gone. ....  Design is a distributed social process, and, 

as such, communication plays a vital role.” 

Prologue:  Future  Story tel l i ng 

Designers find their field at a critical juncture right now. Design practice is increasingly 
entering conversations about complex social systems and how it can offer innovation, 
increased value, and efficiency. In February 2012 the Social Impact Design Summit 
proposed the need to “emphasize storytelling”. The summit clarified that, “Designers 
need to tell the ‘story’ of how design can play a significant role in creating social 
change.” However, designers need to break out of the tendency to safely tell stories 
that end in clean resolution, like the aforementioned storytelling paradigm. If designers 
cannot do this, design will continue to tell stories and view stories as a way to setup 
a conflict and resolve it. Although this mode of storytelling is common, intuitive, 
and effective for entertainment and communication, it does not serve designing in 
complexity; a collaborative activity for social change. Design needs to utilize 

‘story’ as a medium for translation and understanding of what is 

possible. Design practice can incorporate and utilize storytelling 

to discover and articulate opportunities for social change by 

focusing storytelling of future possibilities.

By developing an analytic model for a database of collected stories, creating 
storytelling tools, and choreographing design led storytelling workshops, two critical 
insights surfaced that steered the course for future storytelling methods for designing 
for social change. First, stories have a powerful capacity to intimately connect the 
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storyteller and the story listener, especially when sharing true stories about human 
experiences.  This connection builds a strong foundation for the conversation to lead 
into what is now possible.

This is the crucial pivot point, where design can provide tools, perspective, and 
creativity to extend storytelling beyond telling stories of the past to telling stories 
about the future. And so, the practice of future storytelling emerges as a way for 
participants and designers in storytelling/collecting projects to use the medium of 
storytelling to design futures. 

The second insight is more accurately described as an opportunity. It is the opportunity 
for stories to activate change and provide direction.  This is a goal articulated in many 
mission statements of story collecting projects. However, exactly “how” stories inspire 
change and impact is often a conversation to abstract or difficult to have, and so 
is avoided completely.  Often the assumption and strategy is “well, if we create a 
lot of noise, someone will listen.” However, this is not the case when stories fail 
to propose alternative options. By incorporating future storytelling as a structured 
design method to discover and articulate opportunities, groups and individuals can 
write the story of how change and impact should occur.  Future focus in storytelling 
allows collaborative groups to imagine and visualize alternative futures and strategies. 

Future Storytelling tools posit a new “three act structure”. The structure is reflection, 
transcending scales, and articulating actionable steps forward. It reframes storytelling 
as a collaborative tool for design. With the emergence of many digital storytelling and 

story sharing platforms, there is still a strong tendency to display and disseminate 
stories. What is missing is the ability to translate the depth and breadth of insights 
from these stories into strategies for more just and equitable futures. 

Storytelling is an accessible tool that humans already use to communicate and 
learn, and by emphasizing the future as a blank canvas for storytelling, the role 
of stories within design becomes particularly accessible and therefore takes a 
certain mystic away from design. Although the result of the future storytelling toolkit 
proved immediately useful in the three case studies, presented in this book, broader 
implications include a pathway for designers to do more with stories and get more 
from storytelling. This perspective also has critical implications for the process of 
story collecting initiatives. It demands that the practice of aggregating stories for 
social change has new standards and mechanisms to ensure that stories shed light 
on future opportunities. Also, story collectors now assume a responsibility to better 
manage stories so they can have broader implications. This work illuminates the 
opportunity to tell stories about what is yet to happen, not what happened.
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As digital technology expands, diversifies, and  becomes accessible to more people 
it is changing the world at a speed and scale never before seen. There is more data 
in circulation and more channels for this data to flow through.  IBM notes 

Humans need a way to turn this data into comprehensible information. We use 
stories to make sense of what we know and to discover what we do not know. 
Stories enable us to empathize with others, reflect on our own experiences, and 
understand unfamiliar contexts. 

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons

”90% of the world’s data has been collected in the last 

two years alone”

I n troduct ion 
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Many digital storytelling platforms are flourishing because of two reasons. By 
combining technologies’ increasing capabilities to store and transport data with 
storytelling’s capacity to communicate deeper meaning challenges the digital sphere 
to provide more than just a massive amount of data. 
For example, Cow Bird is among the digital storytelling platforms that aims to slow 
down story writing in an effort to foreground meaning above quantity of data. In an 
interview with Jonathan Harris, creator of Cow Bird, Kristina Loring from frog design, 
inquires about how Cow Bird is an innovative form of digital storytelling. Harris states,

This, and other story collecting initiatives, inherently acknowledge the value of 
storytelling as a medium for making sense of complexity. StoryCorps, Stories From, 
and and Question Bridge are all digital platforms that feature collections of true stories. 
They provide local storytellers the ability to post written, photo, or video stories for a 
global audience. Even in the Moth, a traveling live storytelling show, complemented 
by digital podcast for dissemination, invites anyone to share a story on stage to an 
audience. They emphasize similar structural guidelines: Stories must be true and 
have a beginning, middle, and end. These storytelling outlets, along with Vimeo and 
Youtube, make the mass delivery of stories easier. Individuals now have multiple 
‘stages’ to communicate very personal and insightful stories. But even with the many 
story sharing platforms, it seems the main focus is still on dissemination of stories, 
rather than employing stories to directly influence or impact real change.

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons

“Stories online aren’t really stories right now. They’re like fragmentary reactions 

to things for the most part. They’re like little nerve firings. Very rarely are they 

fully formed thoughts and expressions and so on. So, I think creating a space 

that’s more about slowing down and contemplating and being introspective is a 

prerequisite for getting people to tell stories that have impact. When you design 

a space that encourages short, reactionary verse, people are going to give you 

short, reactionary verse. Maybe when you design a space that’s not encouraging 

that, people will use more depth in their self-expression.”

Designers, interested in social impact and innovation, find that insights from stories 
hold valuable criteria for our future. However, if design is to utilize stories for a specific 
purpose, like discovering viable social innovations, then the frame through which 
stories are told, and the process by which they are collected must also shift in order 
to serve that purpose. Design does already employ stories as a vehicle to imagine 
future possibilities, commonly referred to as speculative design or future scenario 
building. To democratize this function of storytelling via story collecting projects 
and initiatives, is to empower people to tell their own future through a story. This is 
different to requesting storytellers to “share a story of your experience.” From here, 
my design question became: “How might design utilize storytelling to unearth 
opportunities for future strategies?” 

I found that stories may require different structural components in addition to or 
beyond the classic three act structure in order to be particularly valuable for design. A 
storytelling structure that emphasizes reflection, transcending scales, and articulating 
actionable steps, may in fact be a start to understanding how storytelling is most 
useful in a design process. 

Future Storytelling tools were tested in these three case studies: 

1. Sandy Storyline- providing agency for students, interviewers, storytellers, and 
Occupy Sandy activists to imagine a future through story.

2.  Cambodia Living Arts City- Parsons students, European urbanism students 
from the Global exchange program, and visiting Cambodian fellows and artists use 
future storytelling to innovate arts programming in Cambodian cities.

3.  National Hospice and Palliative Care Foundation- Board members from 
the NHPCO and leaders in the LGBTQ community utilize future and collaborative 
storytelling to compose a unifying narrative for this underserved community in 
hospice care. 
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Sandy Stor y l ine highl ights the voices and faces of people af fected by 
the storm, br inging the human impact into the nat ional conversat ion 
about economic inequal i t y, c l imate change, inf rastructure development 
and the future of coasta l c i t ies in Amer ica.

Sandy Stor y l ine seeks to become the largest l i v ing archive of test imonies 
about Hurr icane Sandy and v is ions for the region’s rebui ld ing. We have 
already col lected more than 250 stor ies, organized media educat ion 
for more than 100 people and hosted mult ip le communit y exhibi t ions. 
This is a moment so big that i t  requires a new k ind of documentar y 
stor y te l l ing: a project designed to foster civ ic dia logue so communit ies 
can decide, f rom the ground up, thei r own futures.

Sandy Storyline: Mission  
Our goal is to bui ld a publ ic l ibrar y of human exper ience, so the 
knowledge and wisdom we accumulate as indiv iduals may l ive on as 
par t of the commons, avai lable for th is and future generat ions to look 
to for guidance.

Cowbird: Mission   

This project br ings the fu l l  spectrum of what i t  means to be “black ” 
and “male” in Amer ica to the foref ront. “B lackness” ceases to be a 
simple, monochromatic concept. 
I f  we succeed in deconstruct ing stereotypes about arguably the 
most opaque and feared demographic in Amer ica, then the Quest ion 
Br idge model can work to overcome l imi t ing assumptions about any 
demographic.

Question Bridge: Black Males: Mission  

Mission Statement Analysis
Below is an anay ls is of the mission statements of stor y col lect ing projects, 
including the mission of Sandy Stor y l ine; the f i rst and pr imar y case study in 
th is book. Highl ighted are the por t ions of the statements about future impact.

Through r ich stor ies wr i t ten and recorded by local communit y members, 
Stor iesFrom gives the most underrepresented a space to shape thei r 
own stor y. In a wor ld where mainstream media of ten f i l ters and dictates 
news, Stor iesFrom empowers indiv iduals to speak thei r truth, whi le 
prov iding a space for explorat ion and connect ion to wide reaching 
audiences.

STORIES FROM: Mission  

We sur face authent ic voices around the wor ld through group process 
and par t ic ipator y media creat ion. Our programs suppor t people in 
shar ing and bear ing wi tness to stor ies that lead to learning, act ion, 
and posi t ive change.

Center for Digital Storytelling: Mission  
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Methodology 
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The overall methodology employed is co-designing processes, workshops, and 
tools for groups of individuals and/or organizations to demonstrate the value of their 
work through storytelling and to utilize storytelling to create positive social impact.  In 
this methodology, storytelling and future storytelling are utilized either as components 
of a design process or as the outcome of collaboration. For example, in the Sandy 
Storyline case study, I developed and employed tools to produce future stories as 
an outcome. In the Cambodia and NHPCO case studies, future storytelling was the 
process through which participants collaborated to understand different perspectives 
and to coordinate actionable and collaborative steps.

Designing for social impact is not a one-size fits all method, it requires an adaptable 
and fluid design perspective; sensitive to specific variables of each design problem. 
Sustained impact will occur only when an organization can fully understand how their 
activities plug into the greater system which they are working in. Here, storytelling 
becomes a tool for an organization to understand their context, demonstrate value, 
and plan impactful future actions. Often, design produces outcomes that are 
products and services, which increase or amplify the value offered by an organization. 
However, as designers enter the conversation of innovation in the social sector, we 
must consider the constraints and challenges that exist in this landscape. Groups 
of activists, volunteers, and established NGOs, who are many times at the forefront 
of positive social change movements, will have constraints on time, funding, and 
many other variables. So designing strategies and principles will steer the process 
towards creating products or services that best fulfill goals and most effectively utilize 
resources.

By co-designing, the designer can learn, understand, act, and reflect through 
dynamic interactions with the participants they are designing with. This requires an 
open mind and the ability to understand both practical and systemic challenges faced 
by individuals and groups who have the desire to create change and demonstrate 
and increase the value of their work. Rather than attempting to balance the needs 
of individuals and larger systems, co-design can address practical challenges with 
an eye to systemic impact. 

Guided by two main role models, Andrew Shea and Stephen Goldsmith, who write 
about design and social innovation, I modeled my design practice on principles they 
set forth. Andrew Shea outlines ten strategies for community-based graphic design 
in his book “ Designing for Social Change”. These include immersion, building trust, 
utilizing local resources, and planning for sustained engagement, among others. 
Goldsmith identifies “some approaches for acquiring the insight, experience, and data 
necessary to unearth the missing ingredient” for producing drastic improvements in 
the social sector. The four approaches are civic discovery, system discovery, personal 
discovery, and finally, predictive discovery. According to his model, once the missing 
ingredient for social innovation has been identified, transformative interventions fit into 
one of four categories: realignment of existing players, technological or programmatic 
innovation, highly effective management, or new pipeline for community involvement.

Methodology  Overv i ew 
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Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons

D i scover ing  the  m iss i ng  I ngred i ent

c iv i c  d iscovery

system d iscovery

personal  d iscovery

pred ict ive  d iscovery

“[ These are] some approaches for acqui r ing the ins ight,  exper ience, 
and data necessar y to unear th the missing ingredient ”  for  producing 
drast ic improvements in the socia l  sector ”

-Stephen Goldsmi th
The Power of  Soc ia l  I nnovat ion  

Socia l Innovat ion Model of Discover y: Stephen Goldsmith 
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Case Studies 

Sandy Storyl i ne 
8 month case study, ongoing 

Cambod ia  L iv i ng  Arts  C i ty
2 month case study, ongoing 

National Hospice and Pall iat ive Care Foundation 
2 month case study, ongoing 
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Case  Study  1 :  Sandy  Storyl ine 
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Photo f rom Sandy Sto r y l i ne webs i te

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons

Case  Study  1 :  Sandy  Story l i n e 

The worst hurricane to hit the northeast in years took a heavy toll on the region in 
the fall of 2012. Various media channels are collaborating on, yet another summit 
in May 2013: “Superstorm Sandy: A Live Town Hall: What Worked. What Didn’t. 
What’s Next.”, which hosts interdisciplinary experts in a discussion and reflection. 
Promotions for the summit claim,  “… [Sandy] flooded thousands of homes, cut 
power to millions of people, and claimed over 100 lives - was the second costliest 
storm in US history after Hurricane Katrina, with damages estimated between $50 
and $60 billion.”
 
Multiple relief and recovery organizations, including Occupy Sandy, immediately 
responded in affected areas. A group of Occupy Sandy’s activists initiated Sandy 
Storyline, a participatory documentary project designed to foster civic dialogue using 
a most unique medium- storytelling. The goal: to capture the largest database of 
people’s stories with the intent to influence future recovery strategies and improve 
coastal cities’ environmental and social justice policy. The project started with a core 
group of storytellers (self proclaimed “media makers”) and quickly grew through 
educating youth to collect and share local stories. Although Sandy Storyline provides 
a digital platform through which participants can share their story, a mere collection 
of stories requires production, design, and organization to translate recorded 
experiences into future strategies. The collection does not provide policy makers 
and advocacy groups with the insights necessary to rethink or reframe disaster 
preparation or recovery. And so the question, for me, became “How might design 
utilize storytelling to unearth opportunities for future strategies?”

ENTER :  Sandy  Storyl ine
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At the Sandy Regional Environmental Justice Assembly on January 26th, nearly 200 
community groups, labor advocates and civic leaders from affected or vulnerable 
communities came together to join efforts in the recovery of New York’s coastal 
communities as a result of Hurricane Sandy. NYC Environmental Justice Alliance 
links grassroots orgs in low-income communities of color working for environmental 
justice. In a statement captured in David Brezler’s Examiner article, Ms. Yampierre, 
a representative of UpRose and present at the Assembly, states “everything we are 
going to do from here on out will be shaped by climate change.” The governments 
of  New York and New Jersey are currently both lead by advocates for responsive 
actions to climate change, who would agree with Yampierre.  Mayor Bloomberg 
was quoted in a Newsweek article by David Cay Johnston saying “We need the 
federal government to adopt and fund a comprehensive infrastructure strategy- from 
transportation and technology to energy and environmental protection- that positions 
the U.S. to lead the global economy for decades to come.” What a community 
narrative can do is bring the people who live and work  in the most affected areas an 
opportunity to add their voice to the changing landscape they call home.

FEMA, the Economic Development Administration, Department of Health and 
Human Services,HUD, the US Army Corps of Engineers, and grassroots community 
organizers all have many challenges before them as they continue the recovery.  
Laura Gottesdiener, writer for the Indypendent, interviews Jeremy Saunders, a 
lead organizer at Voices of Community Activists & Leaders (VOCAL-NY) about the 
current recovery model for post-storm. He states “I think our biggest problem around 
Sandy right now is that, as a community, we can’t even conceptualize how big an 
opportunity — and how big a threat — this really is.” These opportunities and threats 

pertain to individuals’ livelihoods, and much of the infrastructure that supports them 
failed or created even more complicated problems during the storm. For example, 
overflowing sewage was one, but not the only hurdle for those affected by Sandy. 
Other challenges included massive outages from centralized telecommunication 
systems, leaking natural gas pipelines igniting fires, and outages at large electrical 
grids that put millions out of power for days and weeks in some cases. Johnston’s 
Newsweek article points to a recent Ernst & Young report which hints at looming 
public-health disasters because of maxed out sewage treatment plants.  He also 
makes a clear correlation of the percentage a nation invests in updating infrastructure 
and its economic growth and competitiveness globally. America spends 2.4 percent 
of its economy on infrastructure, while Europe spends 5 percent, and China 9. By 
falling behind on our infrastructure maintenance we create more long term costs for 
both local entities and federal budgeting.
 
If the world is politically, economically, and geographically changing with phenomenons 
like climate change, then design must also adapt to the changing landscapes since 
design is becoming a diverse application to understand and mitigate complex 
problems. Design is able to democratize a process of collaboration and to include 
voices that are disregarded. Although Saunders, of VOCAL-NY, may say this is too big 
to conceptualize,  effective communication design and strategic planning can assist in 
communicating complex circumstances. Similarly, design research and participatory 
design processes can  produce concise information and recommend actionable 
steps. From IDEO’s HCD toolkit to nonprofits like CUP, in New York City, groups are 
using design practices to teach and uncover knowledge and to foster new ideas with 
the public. I believe design processes and methods provide a structure to consider the 
multitude of perspectives on a problem and utilize this awareness to design proactive 
and participatory practices in response. By capitalizing on the strengths of storytelling, 
future forecasting, and providing tangible measured impacts, design practices blend 
the practical with the poetic, the pragmatic with the beauty of personal narratives.  
In this transitional period for NYC and arguably for the world, what design can do 
best, is provide tools and strategies to help people (anyone participating) imagine a 
preferable future for themselves. With individual’s imagination leading the construction 
of the future, their personal narrative transforms personal future scenario. In this way 
narratives are an important part of design for social impact.
 

The  Problem Sandy  Storyl ine  addresses
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Partnership building is one of the intangible 
foundations for social change. This is evident from 
the nearly 200 organizations, which address a 
variety of social needs, collaborating around Sandy 
recovery efforts.  One social need is often intrinsically 
bound to others, and therefore requires a breadth 
and depth of knowledge more easily accumulated, 
understood, and addressed through partnerships. 
If we shift from thinking about the “human” in the 
design equation to the “human-to-human” we can 
gear the conversation towards the interactions and 
goals of these two or more parties, in “Partnership 
Centered Design”. For it is partnerships, be it on a 
one to one scale or among huge organizations that 
we complete our daily work.  Designing material, 
protocols, and experimentations for Sandy Storyline, 

and their collaborators, has illuminated that a simple 
combination of objects, subjects and interactions 
can enhance the quality and understanding of the 
project. By triangulating three main elements:  a 
conversation of an individual’s experience of Sandy, 
the larger communities’ initiatives to recover, and 
finally,  the ability to craft a personal future narrative, 
has yielded rich, deep connections and opened 
new possibilities the role of narratives in systemic 
issues. This process mostly happens in the context 
of a media maker or media maker student in 
conversation with a storyteller.  This sort of deep 
meaningful dialogue is challenging to initiate with 
complete strangers, however the beauty of a design 
process is that it provides purpose, value, and 
tangibility to collecting stories. The designed objects 

that help guide the media maker or student media 
maker through the conversation, are provided to 
foster the conversation and creativity, set the stage if 
you will.  An opportunity to be heard is in and of itself 
a gift, but to use design tools to help make tangible 
an ‘imagined future’ for this individual,  is a more 
intimate gift. It has proved, in some testing, to be 
an enjoyable personal experience and conversation 
starter.
Sandy Storyline has attracted a core group of 
volunteers, called ‘media makers’ who capitalize 
on their expertise in fields like design, journalism, 
photography, and community organizing, to name 
just a few.  By collecting narratives and experiences 
of people in affected communities and transforming 
them into compelling stories, a media maker and 

contributor to the project is contributing to the 
collective knowledge of a historical event and 
recording the lived experience of it. These stories 
are collected on a website and open to all to view, 
comment, connect and add their own. However, 
the storm is now almost six months in our past and 
so the stories, and the ways to capture stories are 
changing as time puts distance between now and 
that October catastrophe. Mike Premo, of Occupy 
Sandy, states these thoughts about collaboration,  
“I helped build Occupy Sandy and a bunch of 
the collaborative networks that are emerging and I 
think innovation and lateral structures is really what 
distinguishes the agility and efficacy of our work from 
the more traditional large hierarchical bureaucracies 
that often discourage innovation and collaboration.”  
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I was initially attracted to work with Sandy Storyline to strengthen their partnerships 
with communities and youth groups. Sandy Storyline emerged from Occupy Sandy 
and has a similar horizontal leadership model.  I assumed it would be an interesting 
case to prototype tools for partnership building because my initial research focused 
on just and equitable partnerships as a vehicle for social innovation.  Sandy Storyline 
was seeking partnerships for three core reasons. First, they wanted to encourage 
more people to contribute their story and engage more youth through educating 
them about media making and storytelling. Second, they wanted to build a network 
of professional and amature activitists/creatives, concerned with social issues, to 
collect and craft the largest database of experiences of the hurricane. Finally, they 
wanted to partner with local governing bodies so the collected stories could directly 
influence the reconstruction policy as it developed in affected areas. 

However, I discovered that building partnerships through design was too large of a 
project scope to be effective in the timeframe of a thesis project.  But, as I continued 
to volunteer with Sandy Storyline and test design tools for educational purposes, I 
discovered a commonality between stories and partnerships that shifted my focus 
from “partnership building” to “story building”. Common to both partnerships and 
storytelling are the values of empathy, fostering a sense of belonging, and connecting. 
And I began to see that although design is a useful practice in both areas, my work 
could be more impactful if I could use design to help us understand the value that 
story collecting has to offer in these partnerships. 

Immersion: 
My Design method began with immersion to understand the organization and find 
a role that allowed me to contribute skills, knowledge, and connections. This meant 
becoming a core member of the Educational Team, attending weekly meetings 
and planning educational programs. In addition to the Educational Team, I joined 
the strategic planning team. Here I worked with the “media makers”, an active 
group of media professionals who volunteer their time to interview people and craft 
their stories for the Sandy Storyline archive. I learned about the creative process of 
making media, writing stories, networking with the web of Occupy Sandy volunteers 
and activists. 

Trust building:
I contributed and built trust by designing communication materials, curriculum material 
and structure, and educational materials. I held a series of media maker workshops 
to co-design strategies for media makers to more effectively collaborate. 
I also planned a Future visioning Strategy Retreat for Sandy Storyline volunteers. 

Des ign  Col laborat ion 

With  Sandy  Storyl ine

Area of  I nqu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons

Case  Study  1 :  Sandy  Story l i n e 
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Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons

Case  Study  1 :  Sandy  Story l i n e 

A  story  from Hoboken
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A  story  from Hoboken
As we entered the apartment, President Obama was fi nishing his inaugural speech 
on television, which subtly set a comforting tone for us to start a very diffi cult 
conversation.  The group of three students, I was working with that day, assumed 
their interviewing roles we learned about that morning; photographer, audio recorder, 
and interviewer. Miss Marie, their high school Health teacher, shared her story about 
Hurricane Sandy and the many challenging months since. Two feet of fl oodwater had 
destroyed her home and they we now temporarily renting a small apartment near the 
school as they slowly repaired their home. She guided us through a massive three-
inch thick binder of paperwork, collected to keep fi nancial information together about 
the damages Sandy had caused. We then took a walk to her house. She explained 
how gradient on this street is so slight that the rising waters only damaged houses 
on one side of the street. 

When we returned to school that afternoon they crafted the details into a  story which 
focused on this powerful personal narrative’s connection to the collective memory of 
the community after tragic events like Hurricane Sandy. 

The three students I worked with that day, as part of a collaboration between 
our education team and the service learning staff of their Hoboken high school, 
experienced arguably too many learning moments for one day. However, they were 
able to practice storytelling skills through in-the-fi eld experience and refl ect on some 
systemic issues like comprehensive media coverage and climate change. Through  
highlighting the voices of people affected by the storm, Sandy Storyline adds the 
human narrative to a national conversation about economic equality, climate change, 
and the infrastructure development that will physically reshape coastal communities.

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons
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A  story  from The  Rockaways
After the storm, many volunteers gathered at YANA, which provided food and 
clothing to residents in the Rockaways. One volunteer, a man named Melvin, had 
lost everything in the storm, but once YANA provided some shoes and a coat he 
wouldn’t leave his volunteer post, because he valued helping his neighbors more 
than anything else.  YANA was established just a week prior to Sandy’s arrival. Its 
intended purpose was to bring jobs to the Rockaways, with an emphasis on green, 
sustainable technologies. However, the storm destroyed the building and seemingly 
put YANA out of business. But YANA’s founder, Sal Lapizzo, opened his doors to 
Occupy Sandy, Greenpeace, and countless dedicated volunteers, like Melvin, to 
transform into an important relief site and community hub, providing hot meals, free 
medical treatment, legal counseling, and acting as a donation + distribution site.  
YANA hosted training and dispatching for canvassers and construction/demolition 
crews throughout the peninsula. YANA, an acronym for ‘you are never alone’ shifted 
its immediate priorities from community strengthening offerings to Sandy relief.  We 
visited YANA for another service learning project where Sandy Storyline collaborated 
with Beacon High School of Manhattan. Mr. Lapizzo provided the 30 students with 
a compelling introduction to the complexities and challenges of this neighborhood. 
His tone was uplifting and future oriented, and inspired many of us to think about the 
ways forward for affected communities.  
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A  story  from Staten  Is land
As part of the Parsons Scholars program, Sandy Storyline co-taught a class on 
media making about the impacts of the Hurricane. Myself and one other Sandy 
Storyline coordinator guided students through a six week course. We taught about 
interviewing, storytelling, photography, and contemporary media literacy. The objective 
of the course was to give the students the opportunity to experience the practice of 
collecting and posting stories to the Sandy Storyline archive and design promotional 
material for the story collecting project.  One Saturday we took the scholars to Staten 
Island to collect stories at three Occupy Sandy Relief hubs. We broke out into groups 
to collect stories of volunteers and storm survivors. My group interviewed Mary Anne 
Parsi in one of the hubs supplying residents with repair materials and support with 
paperwork and other needs. Mary Anne is pictured here with stain of the waterline 
remaining on the wall. 

During the interview she told us about her experience of the night of the storm, when 
the water rose into her house and floated her couch through the living room. She 
also expressed the struggle to get her house repaired. She told us, 
“Lately I feel like everyone’s forgotten...Never had to ask anyone anything in my 
life, I worked two jobs it feels horrible. They treat me like crap especially because 
someone’s having a bad day. New York has forgotten…”
The conversation took a gentle turn when she began to reflect on what she was 
grateful for as a result of this experience. She explained that her daughter and son 
had not been speaking for years. They both came home to help their mom recover 
what they could from the house and set her up in a new place to live. They were able 
to repair their relationship with each other. Mary Anne reflects, 
“My daughter and son got back together… it was worth losing everything”

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons
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In order to attain the goal of having the largest database of community narratives 
about a disaster and its recovery, we would need much more volunteers with skills, 
more stories, and more funding. And even if we were successful in consolidating 
the largest database of stories, we would need to have a comprehensive strategy 
to identify insights for effective policy making and reform.  These lofty goals were just 
that, Lofty. I knew I needed to narrow my scope if I was going to make headway 
anywhere, so my focus narrowed to crafting curriculum tools for high school service 
learning days. 

We planned and conducted three educational programs with high school students. 
I started by prototyping different tools help to students learn media literacy, media 
making skills, and storytelling skills. These tools took the form of guides, checklists 
and templates for students to use as we reviewed techniques for interviewing, 
photography, caption writing and long form storytelling. I also created tools for 
students to use during interviews to guide the flow of the conversation.

And after prototyping the tools, during the three programs we ran with students, 
I realized that although the tools were engaging and helpful they failed to address 
three critical opportunities.  First, they did not offer any guidance for closing an 
interview. Second, they did not provide any substantial gift to the storyteller to go 
away with. Finally, while stressing technical aspects of interviewing and story writing, 
the tools fail to incorporate the foundational goal of putting together the collection of 
lived experience: to allow the voices of storytellers to be heard so their current and 
future needs are addressed. 

Des ign  I ntent ion 

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons
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___ Are you recording?

___ Make sure you hold the microphone close to the person speaking. Record all of your

 questions and all of their answers.

___ Ask the people you’re interviewing to introduce themselves and tell you one thing  

 about them. (age, where they live, what they do, something they want to share with  

 you) Ex.: My name is Meg and I tell stories on the radio.

___ Listen! Make sure you let people �nish their thoughts - pauses are natural, and   

 sometimes people just need to work out what they want to say. Wait until you are  

absolutely sure they’re done talking, then wait �ve more seconds before you ask the next 

question. People o�en share their most interesting ideas a�er these moments of silence. 

And, there aresilent ways to show someone you’re listening.

Ex.: Nod your head to show you heard them, smile when you hear something funny, etc.

___ Pay attention to other sounds. If there’s a car siren going o�, or a loud truck drives  

 by and you can’t hear someone’s answer, ask them to start over. Don’t be afraid to 

stop the interview if there’s something noisy in the background. You can hit pause and 

then continue recording a�erwards if you need to.

___ Hit “pause” when you’re done, then hit “save.” A�er you hit “save,” a screen will  

 come up with options to share your �le. You can do this later when you’ve got WiFi 

access. For now, hit “close.” Your sound �le will be saved to your phone under “you” in 

the SoundCloud app.

___ At the end of the interview, record a second track of “silence.” Stand in the same   

 place where you were conducting the interview, and record one minute of the sound 

of that space without anyone speaking.

Field   recording    audio    checklist:

Roles 
Photographer A: Focused on Landscape + Details + Situational 

Concentrate on capturing photos of objects, place, space, perspective It is 

important that the two photographers communicate extensively with each other, 

so the relationships between their photos contribute cohesively to the story

Photographer B: Focused on Portraits 

Concentrate on capturing the storytellers’ portrait and other people involved in 

their story

Writer & SketcherThis person’s goal is to discover the story that emerges from the day. Write notes, 

details any important information said by the storyteller, or observed from the 

place to contribute to the captions later. 
Quote Capturer & Sketcher 
Listen and write any good quotes you hear, so you can include them in the 

captions later 
Urban Cartographer 
Mapping the experience of the tour as well as the route and stops on the tour. 

This is a playful approach to mapping, a way to understand the causes and 

effects of the geographical environment, consciously organized or not, on the 

emotions and behavior of individuals.

camera

notes 
drawing 

constructed map & graph paper 

release form 

pens

TOOLS 

LEADING QUESTIONS

A leading question is a question which 

subtly p
rompts the respondent to answer in 

a particular way. Leading questions are 

generally u
ndesirable as they re

sult in false or 

slanted information

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS

OPEN QUESTIONS

Open-ended questions are ones 

that require more than one word 

answers. What was your high 

school experience like? How did 

you and your best friend meet?

CLOSED QUESTIONS

If yo
u can answer a 

question with only a "ye
s" or 

"no" response, then you are 

answering a close-ended type of 

question.

ROLES  
Greeter greets the storyteller and 

introduces the group and program
Release personmakes sure release is signed at end 

of interview

Interviewer: Question Asker

Audio Recorders
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NS

Listen carefully,Only formulate your question once 

the person has finished speaking,Encourage the 

other person to speak by smiling and nodding. "Tell 

me more" or "Sounds interesting"  Try not interupt 

to tell your opinion. 

OBJECTS
& 
SUBJECTS

CONDUCTING THE INTERVIEW 

Introduce yourself and your project (as 

an interviewer/ storyteller- in the spirit of 

Social Justice for MLK Day...)

Record Basic Info: 

Ask the Interviewee to please state 

name, where they’re from, how long they 

have lived here?.. etc ..

 
EVERYONE SIT & LISTEN

Listen to specific things in the story that 

peak your interest that you may want to 

photograph

Photograph

Goal get one good one of the person & 

of the context

Think about how to frame it. 

Ask Follow up questions

When thinking of follow-up questions, the 

following key words can be used to build 

upon: How?  Why?  Where? When?  

Meaning? And?

Draw & Write

what you are hearing and learning, Write 

notes about the Interview, and whats 

said

Write Captions 

for the photos you take,  Where/ Who this 

item belongs to...etc

camera recorder

Notes Drawing

release form pens 
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PREP
about our mission, 
vission, and goals. 

HOW??
Join our weekly meetings, 
Download info from our 
website, including a Media 
Makers Guide.  

TOOLS
Media Makers Guide was 
developed for pros who 
want to contribute to this 
project. 

ACT I

 
ACT II ACT III

 

TEACH
with people in your community who 
wish to tell their story. Or connect with 
other Media Makers who want to do 
team interviews, its a good way to 
learn new skills and teach your skills.   

LISTEN + ASK 
At the interview Listen 
and learn about their 
experience, listen for a 
story to come through 
ask good questions 

COLLECT 
your files
like photos, sketches, sound 
files, notes, answers to 
questions, photo captions, 
quotes ...  

WRITE 
your raw files into a 
compelling STORY you 
discovered from the interview. 
Please feel free to collaborate 
with other media makers to 
craft your story. 

POST
your story on the 
Sandy Storyline 
Website, text in 
photos, or call in a 
story.

REFLECT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

Digital Component

Physical Component

Opportunity 

EXISTING

EDUCATOR

SANDY
Storyline

Skill Sets

Context

Media 
Literacy

HOW??
Most of the media makers who join 
us have some experience in any 
number of feilds like writing, design, 
radio, photgraphy, journalism, etc. 
The best way to start collecting and 
crafting stories is to work with other
media makers.  

Storyline

Photos

StorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStoryline

Photos, Captions,
Quote, and / or 
Written story 

PREP
about our mission, 
vission, and goals. 

HOW??
Join our weekly meetings, 
Download info from our 
website, including a Media 
Makers Guide.  

TOOLS
Media Makers Guide was 
developed for pros who 
want to contribute to this 
project. 

ACT I

 
ACT II ACT III

 

TEACH
with people in your community who 
wish to tell their story. Or connect with 
other Media Makers who want to do 
team interviews, its a good way to 
learn new skills and teach your skills.   

LISTEN + ASK 
At the interview Listen 
and learn about their 
experience, listen for a 
story to come through 
ask good questions 

COLLECT 
your files
like photos, sketches, sound 
files, notes, answers to 
questions, photo captions, 
quotes ...  

WRITE 
your raw files into a 
compelling STORY you 
discovered from the interview. 
Please feel free to collaborate 
with other media makers to 
craft your story. 

POST
your story on the 
Sandy Storyline 
Website, text in 
photos, or call in a 
story.

REFLECT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

Digital Component

Physical Component

Opportunity 

EDUCATOR

SANDY
Storyline

Skill Sets

Context

Media 
Literacy

HOW??
Most of the media makers who join 
us have some experience in any 
number of feilds like writing, design, 
radio, photgraphy, journalism, etc. 
The best way to start collecting and 
crafting stories is to work with other
media makers.  

Storyline

Photos

StorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStoryline

Photos, Captions,
Quote, and / or 
Written story 

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons
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LEARN
about our mission, 
vission, and goals. 

HOW??
Join our weekly meetings, 
Download info from our 
website, including a Media 
Makers Guide.  

HOW??
We have guides to help 
with  

TOOLS
Media Makers Guide was 
developed for pros who 
want to contribute to this 
project. 

ACT I

 
ACT II ACT III

 

CONNECT
with people in your community who 
wish to tell their story. Or connect with 
other Media Makers who want to do 
team interviews, its a good way to 
learn new skills and teach your skills.   

LISTEN + ASK 
At the interview Listen 
and learn about their 
experience, listen for a 
story to come through 
ask good questions 

PREP
for your interview/ site 
visit / tour / class visit ... 
Prepare questions, get 
directions, bring extra 
battaries, make sure your 
devices are charged.  

COLLECT 
your files
like photos, sketches, sound 
files, notes, answers to 
questions, photo captions, 
quotes ...  

EDIT
your raw files into a 
compelling STORY you 
discovered from the interview. 
Please feel free to collaborate 
with other media makers to 
craft your story. 

POST
your story on the 
Sandy Storyline 
Website, text in 
photos, or call in a 
story.

RE-CONNECT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

Digital Component

Physical Component

Opportunity 

EXISTING

MEDIA MAKER

SANDY
Storyline

HOW??
Most of the media makers who join 
us have some experience in any 
number of feilds like writing, design, 
radio, photgraphy, journalism, etc. 
The best way to start collecting and 
crafting stories is to work with other
media makers.  

Storyline

Photos

Photos, Captions,
Quote, and / or 
Written story 

WELCOME!!

LEARN
about our mission, 
vission, and goals. 

HOW??
Join our weekly meetings, 
Download info from our 
website, including a Media 
Makers Guide.  

HOW??
We have guides to help 
with  

TOOLS
Media Makers Guide was 
developed for pros who 
want to contribute to this 
project. 

ACT I

 
ACT II ACT III

 

CONNECT
with people in your community who 
wish to tell their story. Or connect with 
other Media Makers who want to do 
team interviews, its a good way to 
learn new skills and teach your skills.   

LISTEN + ASK 
At the interview Listen 
and learn about their 
experience, listen for a 
story to come through 
ask good questions 

PREP
for your interview/ site 
visit / tour / class visit ... 
Prepare questions, get 
directions, bring extra 
battaries, make sure your 
devices are charged.  

COLLECT 
your files
like photos, sketches, sound 
files, notes, answers to 
questions, photo captions, 
quotes ...  

EDIT
your raw files into a 
compelling STORY you 
discovered from the interview. 
Please feel free to collaborate 
with other media makers to 
craft your story. 

POST
your story on the 
Sandy Storyline 
Website, text in 
photos, or call in a 
story.

RE-CONNECT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

Digital Component

Physical Component

Opportunity 

MEDIA MAKER

SANDY
Storyline

HOW??
Most of the media makers who join 
us have some experience in any 
number of feilds like writing, design, 
radio, photgraphy, journalism, etc. 
The best way to start collecting and 
crafting stories is to work with other
media makers.  

Storyline

Photos

StorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStorylineStoryline

Photos, Captions,
Quote, and / or 
Written story 

WELCOME!!
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FUTURE 

STORYTELLING
This is all the info you will ever need to know 
about stuff 

GIFT
This is all the info you will ever need to know 
about stuff 

LEARN
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about stuff 

CONNECT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about stuff 

CRAFT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

POST
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

RE-CONNECT
This is all the info you 
will ever need to know 
about stuff 

MEDIA MAKER

ACT I

 
ACT II ACT III

 

FUTURE 

STORYTELLING
This is all the info you will ever need to know 
about stuff 

GIFT
This is all the info you will ever need to know 
about stuff 

LEARN
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about stuff 

CONNECT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about stuff 

CRAFT
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

POST
This is all the info 
you will ever need 
to know about 
stuff 

RE-CONNECT
This is all the info you 
will ever need to know 
about stuff 

MEDIA MAKER

ACT I

 
ACT II ACT III
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After mapping the process for Sandy Storyline media makers and educators we 
were able to reconfi gure which activities should happen at what specifi c times. This 
became especially important when planning our educational offering, based on how 
much time we needed to teach, prepare, and conduct fi eld visits with students.  We 
were also able to see where we had opportunity to offer a storyteller time to refl ect 
and plan a future by inviting them to tell a future story. 
The preferable future for Sandy Storyline Educational team:
·  The educational team would have the capacity (manpower) the capability (in 
the form of seamless soft and hard technology, logistics and coordinations with 
communities at events and community centers, to teach individuals interested in 
learning for free and for fun. The focus would be those who need this most, the 
most affected by the storm and the least resources to recover. (target adult and 
youth audience)
·   That schools in affected areas would host us for a service learning day, So the 
most vulnerable youth have exposure to our curriculum
·   Tertiary audiences include adults and youth in not affected neighborhoods and 
highly funded schools. Also by completing future forecasting activities (named 
Backcasting, right), with the core team members we were able to co-design 
strategies that would start us on the route towards achieving the longer term goals 
of both individual within the group and the group itself.

A preferable  future

FUTURE 

FUTURE ?

NOW 

NOW 

BACK CASTING

What does
it look like

 

for you?

 

In terms of

 

Economics?

 

In terms of 
Politics? 

In terms of 
Social Life? 

In terms of

 

Technology
? 

MEDIA MAKER ANY + ALL EDUCATOR STUDENT

OVERVIEW  +  OBJECTIVES
Sandy Storyline is a participatory documentary 

about Hurricane Sandy and the recovery and 

reconstruction of our neighborhoods. Sandy 

Storyline creates a narrative of the storm and its 

aftermath, told through the experiences of 

community members and volunteers.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE TURNING POINT IN STORY 

Rebuilding of the 
Community 
Small Businesses 

Flood Insurance 

Moving to a 
new Town Moving to a new Town 

Better Evac Plans 

Who in your community do you 
know you need to look out for 
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resolution confl ict set up  
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I applied the classic three act structure to some of the most captivating stories 
myself and other members of Sandy Storyline had collected and began to notice 
a pattern. In these stories, the storyteller takes us through a series of consecutive 
confl icts like many good stories do. However, the stories that stuck with me usually 
did not end in a resolution of the confl icts presented. Rather these stories conclude 
with a refl ection. The refl ective aspects of stories is important because they have the 
ability to offer broad implications to an audience that can relate and empathize with 
the storyteller. 

Currently Sandy Storyline mostly uses audio, photography and written stories to 
collect experience. One of the most diffi cult aspects about interviewing someone 
is encouraging them to say something that somehow concludes their story, so 
the story can be edited down to its meaningful core. Sometimes, in order to allow 
someone to conclude their story, a painfully long moment of silence is required. As 
the interviewer, it is a tacit skill to know when to wait for this conclusion and how to 
prompt it if needed. When stories end with refl ective statements, they usually hold 
important insights for audiences and especially in the case of Sandy Storyline’s 
mission, they will often offer insights about systemic challenges faced by storytellers. 

APPLY ING  the  Three  ACT  STRUCTURE 

photo: Adr ianne Lacy
audio: Meg Cramer 

In light of the mission of these stories to impact social change, I was curious about 
how many stories in the archive of this project had refl ection or mentioned the future 
in any way. 

I analyzed the 100 audio stories in the archive and found only 9% of them have any 
mention of the future. And so, if only 9% of the stories we had collected mention 
the future, then perhaps we as a story collecting project were only 9% of the way to 
understanding of how stories could infl uence our future.  
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T h e 
e l e c t r i c i t y 
wa s  g o i n g 
o u t .

W hen 
t h e  wa t e r 
r e a c h e d  t h e 
t o p  o f  my 
s t e p s . . . 

. . .  We 
wa l ke d ,  i n 
t h e  r a i n , 
i n  t h e 
h o r r i b l e 
w i n d s , 
w i t h  my 
c h i l d r e n  . . . 

W hen  we 
s t e p p e d  i n 
t h a t  wa t e r 
i t  wa s  l i k e 
k n i v e s , 
s t a b b i n g  u s . 
[ t h e  wa t e r ] 
. . .  wa s  u p  t o 
t h e i r  n e c k s . 

L i v e  h e r e  i n 
B r o o k l y n ,  my 
en t i r e  l i f e .  We 
d i d n ’ t  l e ave .

I ’m pretty sure this can happen 
again, I’m convinced,  with global 
warming and all this stuff , I don’t 
know much about it, but I’m pretty 
sure something’s off . 

to walk away 
alive,... we’re 
the lucky 
ones 

It was an experience, 
a horrible experience

Normal 
Call Volume
100 calls / a week  

Day Before Sandy 
and the 7 days after 
Call Volume 
930 calls 

Story Analysis through the Three Act Structure
The threshold between Act I I,  the conf l ict, and Act I I I,  the resolut ion is a lways a 
di f f icu l t step to take. By ident i f y ing the threshold that ex ists in these captured 
stor ies, you can quant i tat ive ly ca lculate a stor y that has some conclusion, 

rather than ending wi th an unresolved or unref lected on conf l ict, as 
some do. This structure a lso a l lows for a single analy t ica l model to 
apply to stor ies or inter v iews of any length. 
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So reflecting on this case study, my intention was to 
use design to facilitate storytelling, education about 
storytelling, and story collecting, but the outcome was 
an understanding about the structure and impact 
of stories. The outcome of an analytical model for 
identifying valuable insights from stories is a useful 
tool for story collecting projects so they may better 
understand the utility of stories. Reflection in stories is 
the key for Sandy Storyline to use stories to impact 
the future.

Sandy  Storyl ine 

Des i gn  outcomes 

photo: K isha Bar i
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Case  Study  2 :  Cambod ia  L iv i ng  Arts  C i ty

 
Living Arts City Colloquium | Art and Urbanism in Phnom Penh and New York

View this email in your browser

As part of Season of Cambodia (hyperlink to their site), a multi-disciplinary arts festival taking place this
spring in New York City, the School of Constructed Environments at Parsons The New School for Design
presents a two-day colloquium (hyperlink to SCE page) exploring the interconnectedness of creativity, urban
ecology and community. The event provides a window into an ongoing exchange between designers,
curators, architects, planners, and social researchers from Phnom Penh and New York.

(You should also include hyperlinks in the text to the web page that Sarah Page is developing for the two-day event (she can
provide the URL when it is published), and also a hyperlink to the Season of Cambodia website)

Lastly, please make certain that the titles you are giving to each section of the event align with the pr
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My second case study was testing tools for reflection, storytelling and future 
storytelling during a full day workshop. This workshop kicked off the New York’s 
Season of Cambodia Spring Festival, celebrating the cultural fine and performing 
arts in Cambodia. Visiting artists, archivists, and scholars from Phnom Penh arrived 
in New York in early April and would stay through May, exploring different visual 
and performing arts districts and destinations and learning about the wa urbanism 
in New York affects the arts. These artists are at the forefront of the visual and 
performing arts revival in Cambodia, areas of cultural expression that have been 
smothered for decades. 

Parsons presented a two-day colloquium on April 6 and 7 that brought together 
artists, performers, curators, arts managers, scholars and students in a series 
of facilitated workshops and discussions on how to make the arts central to a 
sustainable future in Cambodia, in the face of rapid growth and urban development. 
Along with the festival sponsors in attendance, architecture and urbanism students 
from Parsons and the European Global exchange in urbanism program attended the 
colloquium as part of a course this spring. 

I facilitated the workshops in collaboration with two other students and faculty, and 
we utilized the ample time and over 60 smart and willing participants to map the 
existing condition of art practices in Phnom Penh and also write the story of the 
future of the arts in the city.

I n troduct ion  

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons
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The two day workshop was the opening bookend to the visiting artists’ experience 
in New York, and  was focused primarily on exchanging dialogue, understanding the 
current contexts of arts in New York and Phnom Penh what we could learn from 
each other , finally on  writing the story of what the support for  visual and performing 
arts could be in Phnom Penh. 

I created a series of comic book style storyboards, reflection focused tools and 
prompt question cards to elicit conversations. Because we were working with many 
urbanism and urban planning students the backdrop for these conversations were 
large plotted aerial maps of Cambodia and Phnom Penh. However, one Cambodian 
artist mentioned that the plotted maps reminded him of the military maps used by the 
government to plan bombing tactics during the Khmer Rouge. And the storyboards 
seemed to restrict and confine many people to feel that they needed to “fill it out 
correctly”. These two aspects presented challenges to creativity rather than their 
intention which was to offer open canvases for planning and creativity. 

Story tel l i ng  Workshop  1

Apr i l  6+7:   I ns i ghts  and  L earn ings 

Area  of  I n qu i ry              Methodo logy        O utcomes  and  assessment     I mp l i cat i ons
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A Story [Now] ... 
 -by you

A Story In the Future. . 
 -by you

Middle 

Mirrored Storytelling

Beginning End

1 sq km Phnom Penh - 1958 

1:50

What feedback 
does the 
community give 
you from your 
art?
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The result of the workshop was a mashing up of the scales of the urban landscape 
and voices of the artists and their audiences constructed by a layering of the design 
frameworks (the maps, storyboards, post-its, and speech bubbles). This layering 
and cutting up of frameworks allowed the voices and opinions of the artists to 
be foregrounded and embedded in the city-scape. So instead of producing my 
intended outcome of clean stories, beginning with reflection on the current state of 
art in the Phnom Penh and future stories of what innovations could be supported 
by formal visual and performing arts programming, what we came out with were 
layered but up maps navigating the city through stories of the needs and challenges 
that exist. In my opinion this was a huge success, because it taught me that there is 
not an easy clean way to construct future stories. These stories are, quite viscerally,  
embedded within the complexities of the city and the constraints to revolutionizing 
and revitalizing art in Phnom Penh. Even when many of the ten tables completely 
disregarded the frameworks provided to tell the future story of art in Phnom Penh, 
they used the simple speech bubble templates to voice needs, challenges and 
opportunities of artists, spaces, and their potentially expanding local audiences. This 
taught me the storyboards were too structured to handle the complexity of forces at 
play in this design space. 

Results  +  Outcomes 

Apr i l  Workshop 
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May Workshop 

Story tel l i ng  Workshop  2

May 4th 
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May Workshop 
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We experimented  with movement exercises to energize the conversations during the 
May 4th workshop. These exercises helped people to think about the connections 
they had made over the course of the Seasons of Cambodia Festival. These 
exercises were a good foundation for the afternoon activities, where we reintroduced 
human scale speech bubbles for small groups to refl ect on their experience and 
what they learned.
compiled into a graphic novel of the learnings, experiences, and connections from 
the festival. The novel will also catalogue the ideas that the artists and students 
co-designed.  They cover topics ranging from public art spaces in Phnom Penh to 
partnership models for international and local artist collaboratives. 

Results  +  Outcomes 
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Case  Study  3 : 

National Hospice and Palliative Care Foundation
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For  this workshop I co-designed a future storytelling framework based on a future 
story, for a group of individuals to brainstorm strategies for the LGBTQ community to 
enter Hospice care and overcome stigma and isolation.

Future Storytelling 

I m a g i n e  t h a t  i t  i s  2 018 , 

. . . .  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  g e n e r a t e d  f r o m  t h e 

w o r k s h o p  i n  2 013  h av e  m e t  t h e i r  p o t e n t i a l  a n d 

a r e  a n  e x a m p l e  o f  e x c e l l e n c e  f o r  LG B T Q  p e o p l e 

i n  H o s p i c e  c a r e .

Fu t u re  S to r y  a s  p romp t 
  

actionable steps
Gender inclusive advanced directives 
White paper on legal,  ethical, and just hospice care for this community. 
Campaign for LGBTQ rights awareness in Health care 
PDF training piece, on this topic for Institutions. 
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Elements of Future Stories 
By ending with reflection rather than resolution we can 
gleen higher order, broader implications   

Transcending scales to foreground voices     

Less about “Finding a unifying narrative” & More about 
creating actionable strategies   

The combination of the outcomes from the case studies, the emphasis on reflection, 
scalar narratives, and storytelling that directs actionable steps, demonstrates the 
utility storytelling for design. As design practice increasingly enters conversations 
about complex social systems, storytelling is an asset that designers must utilize, 
explore, and expand upon. Design practice can utilize storytelling as a collaborative 
creative activity to discover opportunities for social change by focusing storytelling 
on the future.

Future Story: 
Date Issued May 17, 2015
In February 2015 the fourth annual Social Impact Design Summit started the 
summit by reflecting on the proposals from the first summit in 2013. One proposal 
to “emphasize storytelling” in design, has consequently drawn an influx of writers and 
journalists, recently laid off from the New York Post, and other fledgeling newspapers, 
into the design field. This influx shifted the boundary between design, media making 
and storytelling. When the design research firm Latitude of Boston, conducted their 
first empirical study into the future of storytelling, they announced four new trends of 
innovation opportunities in storytelling. We have followed leading storytelling projects, 
fortune 500 companies, and development agencies, as they have incorporated 
these themes into their models and value systems.These writers, turned designer, 
are now expanding on those themes of immersion, interactivity, integration, and 
impact by utilizing stories to increasingly co-create with their customers and clients.

Impacts
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